Multi-thread programming using OpenMP on the shared-memory architecture with hyperthreading technology allows the resource to be accessed by multiple processors simultaneously. Each processor can execute more than one thread for a certain period of time. However, its speedup depends on the ability of the processor to execute threads in limited quantities, especially the sequential algorithm which contains a nested loop. The number of the outer loop iterations is greater than the maximum number of threads that can be executed by a processor. The thread distribution technique that had been found previously only be applied by the high-level programmer. This paper generates a parallelization procedure for low-level programmer in dealing with 2-level nested loop problems with the maximum number of threads that can be executed by a processor is smaller than the number of the outer loop iterations. Data preprocessing which is related to the number of the outer loop and the inner loop iterations, the computational time required to execute each iteration and the maximum number of threads that can be executed by a processor are used as a strategy to determine which parallel region that will produce optimal speedup.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel computing uses multiple computer resources simultaneously to solve a computational problem that is divided into several independent discrete tasks which can be solved concurrently on different processors [1] . Prior to 1990, Intel had put a million transistors onto a single chip. Since then the computer technology continues to evolve, especially in the high-performance computing. If some of CPUs previously behaved as shared-memory parallel machines, it is now only needed a single CPU with multi-core to perform parallelization by replicating substantial parts of a processor's logic on a single chip. Memory distribution constraints in the muti-core configuration then caused a computer was built with hierarchical memory systems that supply the processor with data and instructions at high rates by using a small, expensive and very fast memory called cache memory [2] . Intel's hyperthreading technology improves the calculation performance by using series of independent program code which is referred as a thread. A thread is a runtime entity which is able to independently execute a stream of instructions that only needs its program counter and an area in memory to save its variables [2] .
Multi-thread programming on the shared-memory architecture with hyperthreading technology allows a memory to be accessed by multiple processors simultaneously where each processor can execute more than one thread for a certain period of time where multiple threads may be executed on a single core even on multiple cores via context switches. Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) is one of Application Programming Interface (API) which designed for multi-thread programming and has been equipped with a directive compiler that offering the programmer full control over parallelization [1] . It supports the so-called fork-join programming model [3] . Under this approach, the multi-thread systems start sequentially as a single-thread of execution, known as the initial thread. Afterward, it creates a team of threads for starting the parallelization. The initial thread becomes the master of the team and collaborates with the others to execute the code dynamically. Finally, they are joined to the only one thread (the initial thread) while all others terminate.
Along with the development of computational problems, OpenMP was considered still have some weaknesses. OpenMP is not automatic programming model and it is not guaranteed to make the most efficient use of shared memory. Moreover, it is not required to check for data dependencies, data conflicts, race conditions, or deadlocks. OpenMP is not designed to guarantee that input or output to the same file is synchronous when executed in parallel. The programmer is responsible for synchronizing input and output [1] . Thus, we need a proper parallelization procedure of sequential algorithm in dealing with these weaknesses.
One of the obstacles that are often encountered in the implementation of the parallelization procedure using OpenMP is when parallelizing the sequential algorithm which contains nested loop. Several previous studies related to the nested loop parallelism on the multi-thread programming using OpenMP requires that the number of threads used must exceed the number of the outer loop iterations [4, 5] . In fact, the number of the outer loop iterations problems in a sequential algorithm does not depend on the number of threads used. Meanwhile, the number of threads that can be executed by a processor is limited. If the nested loop parallelization on the multi-thread programming using OpenMP is still being done then it will have an impact on the increase of computational time due to a synchronization problem. The thread distribution technique to overcome this problem needs a high-level skill of programming [4] . Therefore, a different approach is needed for low-level programmer in determining which parallel region in the nested loop that produces optimal speedup when the maximum number of threads that can be executed by a processor is smaller than the number of outer loop iteration. It is related to the size variation of each loop in the nested loop of any sequential algorithm.
PARALLELIZATION PROCEDURE OF THE SEQUENTIAL ALGORITHM
Parallelization of the sequential algorithm can be arranged into a structured and systematic procedure as described in Fig. 1 . Parallelization procedure begins with identifying the most time-consuming function of the sequential algorithm [6] . Afterward, identify the parallel region of that most time-consuming function based on data dependence analysis, such as parallel recognition algorithm [7] . If no parallel region in that most time-consuming function, then identify the second most time-consuming function and so on. Finally, parallelize the parallel region in accordance with the OpenMP API (Open Multi-Processing Application Programming interface) [2] and then verify the designed parallel algorithm.
The speedup is used for measuring the effectiveness of parallel algorithm that has been designed which is defined as follows [8] ,
where , is a computational time required for parallel algorithm in processing a problem of size n with p threads > 1 whereas , 1 be denoted as a computational time required for sequential algorithm. 
DATA PREPROCESSING
A nested loop contained in the sequential algorithm is one of the obstacles that are often encountered in the implementation of the parallelization procedure of sequential algorithm using OpenMP. This is related to the limited number of threads that can be executed by the processor, especially when the maximum number of threads that can be executed is smaller than the number of outer loop iteration of a nested loop [4] . In this case, nested parallelism available on OpenMP is allowed to serialize nested loop [5] . Moreover, the thread distribution technique needs a much higher level of programmer intervention [4] . Therefore, it takes a different approach to determining which parallel region in the nested loop that produces optimal speedup. In this paper, the discussion limited to the 2-level nested loop problem, i.e. the outer loop and the inner loop.
Let By first doing data preprocessing using Theorem 1, the programmer can specify the appropriate parallelization strategy for the nested loop problems with a limited number of threads. In addition, the theorem can be applied by low-level programmers because it does not require high programming skills and long computational time.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the previous sections, it has been discussed briefly how to implement data preprocessing for parallelizing a sequential algorithm which contains the nested loop problem. Next, it will be implemented to the Continuum-Generalized Method of Moments (C-GMM) algorithm [9] . It is a new parameter estimation method in statistics that covers a shortfall of previous methods such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Generalized Method of Moments. However, latency becomes a major problem in the C-GMM algorithm because of the optimization process for the regularization parameter which is the most time-consuming functions. It is represented by 2-level nested loop, i.e. the outer loop and the inner loop. They worked on some iterations for the number of points in the grid for the regularization parameter and for the number of simulations, respectively. Data dependence analysis stated that they are also parallel regions for C-GMM algorithm. It is classified into the Single Program Multiple Data with domain decomposition issue. Finally, the parallel C-GMM algorithm has been successfully designed and programmed for each parallel region on the multi-thread systems using OpenMP.
In this paper, optimization method used the Nelder-Mead algorithm [10] , except for the optimization stage which is obtained by choosing the smallest Mean Squared of Error (MSE) for the C-GMM. #Pragma Omp is used as a direction in the OpenMP [2] which is controlling the loop parallelism. The outer loop parallelization aims to reduce the computational time of calculation process for the MSE. Although the directive allows each thread to access the same variable i, but the additional Private clause induces each thread to have its own distinct variable j. This keeps the optimization stage being processed for each simulated random samples j within different points in the grid for the regularization parameter i. These grid points are distributed into multi-thread simultaneously. Moreover, #Pragma Omp can control the inner loop parallelism for reducing the computational time of optimization process for all simulated random samples at each point on the grid for the regularization parameter. The recurrence calculations in the inner loop as an input for calculating the MSE needs to be specified with Reduction clause such that they can be performed in parallel without code modification [2] . The parallel C-GMM algorithm will be implemented to estimate the parameter of Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) model [11] which models the short-rate at time t, denoted by -, as a stochastic differential equation as follows:
.-= / 0 − -. + 23-. 4 5 , with /, 0, 2 andare non-negative and 4 5 is a Brownian motion under a risk-neutral probability measure 6 7 . Moreover, the MSE for the C-GMM estimator is assumed to have a finite value. We used a generated random sample with a weekly sampling frequency in mind, based on the true parameter. This true parameter is assumed same with the parameter estimates obtained from Gallant and Tauchen [12] . Furthermore, this parallel C-GMM algorithm will be implemented using OpenMP 3.1 in C and Intel Core i7 Quad-Core at 2.3GHz, 8GB of RAM personal computer.
The speedup prediction and the real speedup generated by each parallel C-GMM algorithm for 25 observations and the 10 points in the grid for the regularization parameter with 50 simulations using 2-8 threads as shown on Table 1 . It is known that the determination of the optimal parallel region based on the speedup prediction using data preprocessing give the matching decision with the real speedup based on trial which needs a longer computational time. Therefore, data preprocessing can be used as additional stages in the parallelization procedure related to the nested loop problem for a low-level programmer with the maximum number of threads that can be executed by a processor is smaller than the number of outer loop iteration.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This paper generates a parallelization procedure of sequential algorithm for low-level programmer in dealing with 2-level nested loop problems with the maximum number of threads that can be executed by a processor is smaller than the number of outer loop iteration. It produced a theorem for multi-thread programming using OpenMP in choosing which parallel region of the outer loop or inner loop that will produce optimal speedup at the preprocessing stage. It is different with direct outer/inner parallelization without preprocessing which is not optimal guaranteed.
The overhead which is unknown at the preprocessing stage prior to execution of parallel algorithms can be analyzed further through some experiments on the number of threads that can be executed and the outer loop or the inner loop iteration [13, 14] . In addition to the determination of outer/inner parallelization in the nested loop problem using OpenMP, the data preprocessing stage can be equipped with proper scheduling selections, such as static, dynamic, guided or runtime scheduling. This preprocessing strategy can also be developed in the parallelization procedure using Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) tool for implementing in the Graphics Processing unit (GPU) card. It implements many-core architectures that consisting of thousands of threads in hundreds of cores, in contrast to the CPU (Central Processing Unit), which implements multi-core architectures that consisting multiples of 2 cores [15] .
